Enrich Your GSA Membership Experience
Get Involved, Be Inspired, and Give Back

Be a Mentor—Pay it Forward
Provide career advice and guidance to students and early career professionals.

Serve in Society Leadership—Make an Impact
Contribute your time and talents or nominate a fellow member for committee or Council service. Student and early career professional members are encouraged to participate.

Recognize Deserving Colleagues
Make a nomination for GSA awards or Fellowship—honors bestowed on the best of our profession.

Volunteer to Be a GSA Ambassador on Your Campus
GSA Campus Representatives share information about GSA opportunities and encourage their students and colleagues to become involved with the Society.

Engage with Policy Makers
Help to increase the visibility of and support for the geosciences in Congress. Participate in Geosciences Congressional Visits Day or use GSA's online policy toolkit.

Share Your GSA Experience
Share GSA opportunities and membership benefits with your colleagues and friends. Recommend GSA membership and consider writing an essay on why your membership is important to you.

Interact with the GSA Worldwide Member Community
Build your community and connect with your peers. Exchange knowledge, incubate ideas, and network via GSA’s online Member Community.

Collaborate with Members in Your Discipline
Join and participate in one or more of GSA's 22 scientific Divisions and help build and shape the scientific exchange that moves the geosciences forward.

Be Part of GSA's International Community
GSA International—an online community as international as our science.

Attend and Participate in Scientific Meetings & Events
Take full advantage of outstanding GSA meetings and events to share your latest research, learn new skills, gain insights on cutting-edge science, and network with peers.

Publish Your Research with GSA
Widely read, often cited, and highly respected, GSA publications are the go-to resources for geoscientists worldwide.

Give Back
Support GSA programs, students, and research by making a donation through the GSA Foundation.

Also consider hosting a webinar, writing for our guest blog, or applying for a Fellowship position.

If you are interested in finding out more about these opportunities, please visit www.geosociety.org/get-involved
or contact GSA Member and Customer Services at gsaservice@geosociety.org or +1-800-472-1988.